ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Linda Gonzalez, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: April 20, 2009

Subject: Bid # 09-032, Bid - 40 Computers for the Sheriff’s Department

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal; the response to the following question:

1. There is a current Bundle with the DC5800 that includes a monitor, keyboard, and mouse, but the connection on the keyboard and mouse is PS/2, not USB. Is there any flexibility on the requirements of the USB connection?
   - USB is preferable

2. If not, would you accept a response with pricing listed separately for a USB connection keyboard and mouse and a “packaged” bundle with the extra PS/2 keyboard and mouse? Do you have another department or group that might use the PS/2?
   - We prefer that the USB keyboard and USB mouse be part of the package of the computer

3. The above mentioned bundle includes a 22” flat panel monitor, but it does not have built in speakers. Since it’s possible you may choose the bundle, I will still include the speaker bar for flat panels you indicated in the RFP. Do you need any headsets quoted?
   - Our specs are for 19” monitors not 22”, if the monitor does not have speakers than standalone speakers should be provided

4. Do you need any pre-shipment task such as; asset tagging or imaging?
   - No